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We present the first results for the static quark potential and the light hadron spectrum using dynamical
fermions at b55.2 using an O(a) improved Wilson fermion action together with the standard Wilson
plaquette action for the gauge part. Sea quark masses were chosen such that the pseudoscalar-vector mass ratio,
mPS /mV , varies from 0.86 to 0.67. Finite-size effects are studied by using three different volumes 83324,
123324, and 163324. Comparing our results to previous ones obtained using the quenched approximation, we
find evidence for sea quark effects in quantities such as the static quark potential and vector-pseudoscalar
hyperfine splitting. @S0556-2821~99!00613-X#
PACS number~s!: 12.38.Gc, 12.40.YxI. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a lot of progress in understanding
the spectrum and decays of hadrons using numerical simula-
tions of lattice QCD ~for recent reviews, see @1–3#!. While
much effort has been invested in controlling systematic er-
rors such as finite-size effects and lattice artifacts, the inclu-
sion of quark loops in the stochastic evaluation of the Feyn-
man path integral still presents a major challenge. Therefore,
most simulations rely on the quenched approximation for
which the systematic errors incurred by neglecting dynami-
cal quark effects cannot be assessed. However, recent
progress in the development of efficient algorithms @4# and
increased computer power have greatly increased the pros-
pects for simulations with dynamical quarks. Several groups
have published results for hadronic quantities in the light
quark sector and the static quark potential from dynamical
simulations @5–12#. At the same time it has been demon-
strated that leading lattice artifacts of order a in physical
observables can be eliminated through the nonperturbative
implementation of the Symanzik improvement program
@13,14#. The nonperturbatively O(a) improved Wilson ac-
tion has been determined in the quenched approximation
@15,16#, and first results have also been reported for n f52
flavors of dynamical quarks @17#. This enables one to study
the effects of the inclusion of dynamical quarks while having
better control over discretization errors.
In this work we report on calculations of the light hadron
spectrum using two flavors of O(a) improved dynamical
Wilson quarks at b55.2. For the improvement ~clover! co-
efficient, we have used csw51.76, a preliminary estimate
kindly supplied by the ALPHA Collaboration prior to the
final result csw52.017 at b55.2, presented in @17#. The0556-2821/99/60~3!/034507~15!/$15.00 60 0345main aim of this study is to understand the qualitative fea-
tures of dynamical simulations with improved fermions, such
as the sea quark mass dependence of observables, finite-
volume effects, and estimates of autocorrelation times. The
complete removal of O(a) lattice artifacts is therefore not
our highest priority in this work. Results for the hadron spec-
trum obtained with the ‘‘correct’’ values of csw will be pub-
lished elsewhere @18#.
The plan for the remainder of this paper is as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the details of our simulation, including
the implementation of the algorithm and the analysis of au-
tocorrelations. Section III contains our results for the static
quark potential. The results for the light hadron spectrum and
discussions of finite-volume and sea quark effects are pre-
sented in Sec. IV. Section V contains our conclusions. Fi-
nally, in the Appendix A we list our results for hadron
masses on all lattice sizes and parameter values.
II. SIMULATION
In this section we fix our notation, describe the details of
the implementation of the generalized hybrid Monte Carlo
~GHMC! algorithm @19# on the Cray T3E, and give an over-
view of the simulation parameters used in our calculation.
We end this section with a discussion of autocorrelations.
A. Lattice action
The lattice action can be split into a pure gauge part SG
and a fermionic part SF :
S@U ,c¯ ,c#5SG@U#1SF@U ,c¯ ,c# , ~1!
where©1999 The American Physical Society07-1
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P
S 12 13 Re Tr UPD ~2!
is the Wilson plaquette action and SF is defined by
SF@U ,c¯ ,c#5SF
W@U ,c¯ ,c#
2csw
ik
2 (x ,m ,n c
¯ ~x !smnFmn~x !c~x !. ~3!
Here SF
W is the standard Wilson action and csw denotes the
improvement coefficient multiplying the Sheikholeslami-
Wohlert term @20#. The bare parameters of the theory are the
gauge coupling b[6/g0
2 and the hopping parameter k. Here
we work with a doublet of degenerate dynamical Wilson
quarks, and hence gauge configurations are characterized by
the set of parameters (b ,k;csw). For a description of the
GHMC algorithm, it is useful to rewrite the fermionic part of
the action in terms of a complex, bosonic pseudofermion
field f. In matrix notation we have
SF5f†~M †M !21f22 (
even sites
ln det Axx . ~4!
The odd-even preconditioned fermion matrix M is given by
M xy5Axx2k2DxzAzz
21Dzy , ~5!
where D is the Wilson-Dirac matrix and A denotes the matrix
for the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert term.
B. Implementation of the GHMC algorithm
The main limitation of the performance of the Cray T3E
is the memory bandwidth. The increased complexity of the
memory system and the fact that the processors support mul-
tiple instruction issue leads to a loss of performance even for
highly optimized FORTRAN codes. We have therefore chosen
to write key routines in ASSEMBLER, while using FORTRAN
90 for less CPU-intensive parts. Less than 25% of the re-
quired run time is spent executing FORTRAN code.
Using 32-bit instead of 64-bit precision to represent the
fields increases the speed by a factor 1.7. However, this gain
has to be weighed against the degradation of the acceptance
rate, reversibility, and the accuracy in the evaluation of the
~global! energy difference required in the Metropolis accept-
reject step. The last issue has been addressed by evaluating
energy differences site by site and performing the subsequent
summation in higher precision.
The inversion of the fermion matrix was performed using
the stabilized biconjugate gradient ~BICGSTAB! algorithm
with odd-even preconditioning @21#. The gain compared to
using the ordinary conjugate gradient algorithm was 40%.
Further algorithmic improvements applied in this simulation
are described in @22#.
The version of the Cray T3E used in this work consisted
of 96 processors, each capable of 900 MFlops peak speed.
Using all our algorithmic improvements and exploiting the
architectural features of the T3E, we typically achieve sus-
tained speeds of 25–30 GFlops on such a configuration.03450We now describe the integration schemes used in the mo-
lecular dynamics part of the GHMC algorithm. As usual, one
introduces a set of conjugate momenta P for the gauge fields
U. The HMC Hamiltonian is then defined as
H5T@P#1SG@U#1SF@U ,f†,f# , ~6!
where T@P# is the kinetic energy and we have written SF in
terms of the pseudofermion fields f and f†. Here T@P# is
related to the evolution operator T in molecular dynamics
time t, so that for any given set U and P of gauge fields and
conjugate momenta, respectively @23#,
T5S TPTU D : S U~t!P~t! D→S U~t1dt!P~t1dt! D , ~7!
where dt denotes a finite interval in simulation time. The
operators TP and TU are defined by
TP~dt!: U→eidtPU ,
TU~dt!: P→P2idt
]
]U ~SG1SF!. ~8!
Since T represents a numerical integration of the equations of
motion, it does not conserve H, but introduces an error DH.
For a single application of T, this error is expected to grow as
a power of the time step dt @24,25#:
DH}~dt!q. ~9!
Verification of this relation for a given integration scheme
provides a check on the correct implementation of the equa-
tions of motion. We have compared three integration
schemes defined by
T15TP~dt!TU~dt!, ~10!
T25TPS dt2 DTU~dt!TPS dt2 D , ~11!
T35TPS a2 dt DTU~a dt!TPS a1b2 dt DTU~b dt!
3TPS a1b2 dt DTU~a dt!TPS a2 dt D , ~12!
where a51/(2221/3) and b5221/3/(2221/3). Note that T2
is the standard leapfrog integration scheme. One expects that
T1 , T2 , and T3 cause DH to vary as (dt)2, (dt)3, and
(dt)5, respectively. This can be compared to the values of q
obtained from the slope of ln DH as a function of ln(dt).
Such a comparison is shown in Table I. The numerically
determined values of q agree well with the expected behavior
of DH for the three integration schemes, and thus we con-
clude that the integration of the equations of motion has been
implemented correctly. In our production runs we have cho-
sen an integration scheme which, like T2 , is exact up to
order (dt)3. To this end we define the operators7-2
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]
]U SG ,
TF~dt!: P→P2i dt
]
]U SF , ~13!
and consider the generalized leapfrog integration scheme
T~dt!5TFS dt2 D FTGS dt2n DTPS dtn DTGS dt2n D G
n
TFS dt2 D .
~14!
This particular scheme allows for a more efficient evaluation
of the derivative of SG1SF with respect to the gauge field. It
reduces to the simple leapfrog scheme for n51. In practice,
we have used n51 or 2.
Finally, we note that although the generalized hybrid
Monte Carlo algorithm had been implemented, we have used
standard hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm in all production
runs.
C. Simulation parameters
Our simulations have been performed at b55.2. In order
to be able to study consistently finite-volume effects and the
dependence on the dynamical quark mass, we have used
csw51.76 in all calculations described in this paper. The
standard lattice size in this simulation was 123324 and was
chosen such as to guarantee a spatial volume in physical
units of more than ~1 fm!3. Smaller and larger lattices of size
83324 and 163324 were used to monitor finite-size effects.
TABLE I. Leading variation of DH for the three integration
schemes considered and measured values of q.
Scheme (dt)q q
T1 (dt)2 1.982~4!
T2 (dt)3 3.053~2!
T3 (dt)5 5.056~6!03450In order to distinguish the bare quark mass used in the
generation of dynamical configurations from that used to
compute quark propagators for hadronic observables, we in-
troduce the notation ksea to denote the hopping parameter of
the doublet of dynamical quarks, while reserving kval for the
valence quarks. In order to study the dependence of observ-
ables on the sea quark mass, gauge configurations have been
generated at several values of ksea. In Table II we list lattice
sizes, the values of ksea and kval, and the number of configu-
rations.
Quark propagators were calculated for every combination
of (ksea,kval) and combined to form hadronic two-point cor-
relation functions. In order to increase the projection onto the
ground state, the quark propagators used to form hadronic
two-point functions have been ‘‘fuzzed’’ at the source and/or
sink according to the prescription defined in @26#. Statistical
errors of observables have been estimated using the boot-
strap procedure described in @27# using 250 bootstrap
samples.
D. Autocorrelations
The determination of autocorrelation times is important in
order to achieve small statistical correlations among the en-
semble of configurations and to eliminate the effects of in-
sufficient thermalization.
The autocovariance of an observable V is defined as @28#
GV~ t !5^~Vs2^V&!~Vs1t2^V&!&, ~15!
where the subscripts on V label the values obtained on suc-
cessive configurations. In practice, the expectation value ^fl&
is replaced by the ensemble average over a finite number of
configurations. We define the autocorrelation function of V
by
rV~ t !5GV~ t !/GV~0 !, ~16!
and from the large-t behavior of rV one obtains the expo-
nential autocorrelation time texp:
rV~ t !}e
2t/texp
, t→‘ . ~17!TABLE II. Summary of simulation parameters and statistics for the computation of hadronic observables.
L33T b csw No. conf. ksea kval
83324 5.2 1.76 78 0.1370 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
100 0.1380 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
100 0.1390 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
60 0.1395 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
123324 5.2 1.76 151 0.1370 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
151 0.1380 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
151 0.1390 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
121 0.1395 0.1370 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395
98 0.1398 0.1380 0.1390 0.1395 0.1398
163324 5.2 1.76 90 0.1390 0.1390 0.1395 0.1398
100 0.1395 0.1390 0.1395 0.1398
69 0.1398 0.1390 0.1395 0.13987-3
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is relevant for the equilibration of the system. By contrast,
the integrated autocorrelation time tV
int depends on the ob-
servable and is required for the estimation of the statistical
error in V, once the system is in equilibrium. It is defined by
tV
int5
1
2 (2‘
‘
rV~ t !5
1
2 1(t51
‘
rV~ t !, ~18!
where the latter equality holds since rV(2t)5rV(t). This
definition implies that statistically independent configura-
tions for the quantity V are separated by 2tV
int
. In practice,
one has to truncate the infinite sum in Eq. ~18! at some finite
value tmax . The resulting, so-called cumulative autocorrela-
tion time tV
cum
,
tV
cum5
1
2 1(t51
tmax
rV~ t !, ~19!
is a good approximation to tV
int
, provided that tmax has been
chosen large enough so that any further increase does not
FIG. 1. Autocorrelations for the average plaquette on 123324
and ksea50.1370. ~a! ln r(t) plotted versus t and ~b! the cumulative
autocorrelation time plotted against tmax @see Eq. ~19!#. The solid
lines follow the computed values for ln r(t) and tcum. The dashed
lines represent the error bands estimated from a jackknife procedure
as described in the text.03450lead to an increase in tV
cum
. In other words, a plot of tV
cum
versus tmax should ideally exhibit a plateau for large enough
tmax .
In order to obtain reliable estimates for texp and tV
cum
,
autocorrelations should ideally be measured using ensembles
containing many more configurations than the value of tV
int
.
This requirement is not easy to satisfy in simulations whose
primary aim is to compute hadronic properties, i.e., for
which the calculation of observables requires a non-
negligible amount of CPU time. A convenient quantity to
determine autocorrelations is the average plaquette, which in
our simulations has been measured after every HMC update,
and not only on the subset of configurations used to compute
quark propagators. Although tV
cum depends on the quantity V,
the integrated autocorrelation times estimated from the
plaquette provide a useful guideline for the computation of
hadronic observables.
Examples of our analysis of autocorrelations are shown in
Fig. 1. Here the statistical errors plotted for r(t) and tcum
were estimated using a jackknife procedure. In order to take
into account the effects of autocorrelations in the error esti-
mate of r(t) and tcum themselves, the original data for these
quantities were grouped in bins of size h. Jackknife averages
were then formed for varying bin sizes, and by increasing h
until the jackknife errors stabilized the error bands in the
plots were obtained. Figure 1~a! shows a plot of ln r(t) versus
t. Here texp and its error are extracted from the linear slope at
large t using a fitting routine. Figure 1~b! shows the cumu-
lative autocorrelation time. The central value of tcum and the
error are read off in the region where tcum shows no signifi-
cant variation within statistical errors.
Our results for texp and tcum estimated from the average
plaquette are shown in Table III. One observes a pronounced
dependence of autocorrelation times with the mass of the sea
quark. In the range of ksea investigated in our study, texp and
tcum increase by roughly a factor of 2 as one goes to smaller
sea quark masses. Also, a mild volume dependence of texp
and tcum is observed, so that autocorrelations appear to be
slightly weaker on larger lattices. In view of the large errors,
however, this dependence is not really significant.
We have calculated quark propagators on configurations
TABLE III. Estimates of autocorrelation times for the average
plaquette for b55.2, and csw51.76 on several volumes.
L33T ksea No. conf. tcum texp
83324 0.1370 4900 .20 3527114
0.1380 6700 44210113 432313
0.1390 6600 3628110 532616
0.1395 11800 .57 85211114
123324 0.1370 6000 262518 292212
0.1380 6000 3525116 422313
0.1390 5600 52225127 432315
0.1395 5100 51221124 512415
163324 0.1390 3800 3829110 372313
0.1395 4200 32214118 2729124
0.1398 3000 32214123 3226197-4
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sweeps on 163324, respectively.
E. Scaling of the HMC algorithm and the value of kcrit
Here we wish to report briefly on a simple method to
obtain an estimate of the critical value of the hopping param-
eter kcrit based on the scaling behavior of the HMC algo-
rithm with the quark mass. This method is particularly useful
because it can be applied independently of an analysis of
spectroscopy data, i.e., without computing any quark propa-
gators at all. We stress, however, that it serves only to obtain
a preliminary estimate of kcrit , whose actual value has to be
extracted from the current quark mass or the quark mass
behavior of the pseudoscalar meson.
Motivated by the idea that the computer time required for
the generation of a dynamical gauge configuration follows a
scaling behavior near the critical quark mass, we make the
ansatz
NCG}S 1k2 1kcritD
d
, ~20!
where NCG is the number of conjugate gradient iterations
required to invert the fermionic part M †M to some given
accuracy and d is a critical exponent.
If the value of kcrit is known, we expect that ln NCG plot-
ted against ln(1/k21/kcrit) should be linear with slope d.
Conversely, if kcrit is not known a priori, we can use several
trial values for kcrit , taking the value which reproduces the
linear behavior of ln NCG as the preliminary estimate of the
true kcrit . Such an analysis is shown in Fig. 2 for ksea
50.136 on 123324. Here a straight line is obtained between
kcrit50.140 and 0.141. This procedure can be optimized by
performing a linear fit of ln NCG . For instance, on 83324
such a fit yields kcrit50.14004(4). This is to be compared to
the value obtained from the quark mass behavior of the pseu-
doscalar mass described in Sec. IV, which gives kcrit
FIG. 2. ln NCG plotted versus ln(1/k21/kcrit) for several trial
values of kcrit for ksea50.136 on 123324.0345050.1404727
16
, which is reasonably close to the value ob-
tained from the scaling analysis of the HMC algorithm.
The procedure outlined in this subsection has its merits
because many inversions are performed in a typical simula-
tion, and thus a statistically significant value for NCG is eas-
ily obtained. Strictly speaking, one should only consider the
first inversion of the computation of a new trajectory, since
this is the only one guaranteed to be performed on a physical
configuration ~i.e., immediately after the global accept-reject
step!.
III. STATIC QUARK POTENTIAL
In this section we describe the computation of the static
quark potential using our dynamical configurations. The
force between static quarks, calculated from the potential,
serves to determine the lattice scale using the hadronic radius
r0 @29#. Furthermore, we study finite-size effects and inves-
tigate possible evidence for string breaking.
A. General procedure
The method to extract the potential V(r) from Wilson
loops W(r,t) of area uru3t is standard. We have used the
algorithm described in @30# to compute ‘‘fuzzed’’ gauge
links with a link-staple weighting of 2:1 and between 10 and
20 iterations in the fuzzing algorithm. Using two different
fuzzing levels, we have constructed a 232 variational basis
of Wilson loops @31# and subsequently determined the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue equa-
tion @33,34#
Wi j~r,t !f~r! j
~k !5l~k !~r;t ,t0!Wi j~r,t0!f~r! j
~k !
,
i , j ,k51,2. ~21!
The eigenvector f(r)(1), corresponding to l (1)(r;t ,t0) at t
51, t050, was then used to project onto the approximate
ground state @29,32#. This combination of (t ,t0) turned out to
be a compromise between good projection properties and the
need to avoid the introduction of additional statistical noise.
The resulting correlator was then fitted to both single and
double exponentials for time slices up to t58. As a cross-
check, we also performed exponential fits to the full 232
matrix correlator. No significant deviations in the fit param-
eters as a result of different fitting procedures have been
observed.
B. Determination of r0 /a on different volumes
The computed values of the potential V(r) can be used to
determine the force F(r) between a static quark-antiquark
pair separated by a distance r5uru. As discussed in @29#, the
force can be matched at a characteristic scale r0 to phenom-
enological potential models describing quarkonia. More pre-
cisely, r0 is defined through the relation
F~r0!r0
251.65, ~22!7-5
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used together with lattice data for the force to extract r0 /a ,
which then yields a value for the lattice scale in physical
units. This definition has the advantage that one needs to
know the force only at intermediate distances. An extrapola-
tion of the force to infinite separation, which is convention-
ally performed to extract the string tension, is thus avoided.
Hence the procedure is well suited to the case of full QCD,
for which the concept of a string tension as the limiting value
of the force appears rather dubious, because the string is
expected to break at some characteristic distance rb .
Our determination of r0 /a follows closely the procedures
described in @29,32#. We have computed the force Fd(rI) for
orientations d of Wilson loops according to
Fd~rI!5udu21@V~r!2V~r2d!# , ~23!
rI
252udu@GL~r!2GL~r2d!#21,
~24!
where GL(r) is the lattice Greens function for one-gluon
exchange:
GL~r!54pE
2p
p d3k
~2p!3
cos~kr!
4( j51
3 sin~k j/2!
. ~25!
This definition ensures that F(rI) is a tree-level improved
quantity @29#. In our study we have concentrated on ‘‘on-
axis’’ orientations of Wilson loops, i.e., where d5(1,0,0).
We have obtained estimates of r0 in lattice units by a local
interpolation of F(rI)rI2 to the point defined in Eq. ~22!. We
emphasize that this procedure does not rely on any model
assumptions about the r dependence of the force.
Systematic errors in r0 /a were estimated through varia-
tions in the interpolation step @e.g., by considering a third
data point for F(rI)rI2 besides those which straddle 1.65# and
also by using alternative fitting procedures in the extraction
of the potential ~e.g., single or double exponential fits, dif-
TABLE IV. Results for r0 /a for different lattice sizes and quark
masses. The lattice spacing was obtained using r050.49 fm. The
first error is the statistical, the second an estimate of the systematic
error as described in the text.
L33T No. conf. ksea r0 /a a @fm#
83324 119 0.1370 2.236246 212139 159 0.2192238 257146 111
72 0.1380 2.475267 223174 154 0.1980257 243153 118
75 0.1390 2.891258 2124160 1156 0.1695235 287134 175
125 0.1395 3.718272 244189 175 0.1318231 226126 115
123324 123 0.1370 2.294223 22120 17 0.2136219 27122 12
110 0.1380 2.568230 288134 134 0.1908225 225122 167
100 0.1390 3.046252 27158 142 0.1609230 222128 13
103 0.1395 3.435247 20148 142 0.1426220 217119 10
100 0.1398 3.652225 213129 17 0.1342211 25019 16
163324 100 0.1390 3.026224 20132 116 0.1619217 28113 10
90 0.1395 3.444257 278140 126 0.1423216 211124 130
79 0.1398 3.651230 212131 114 0.1342212 25111 1503450ferent fitting intervals!. We note that the systematic error in
r0 /a , in particular for smaller values of the sea quark mass,
is dominated by the uncertainty incurred by considering dif-
ferent points in the interpolation step. A summary of our
results on all lattices and for all values of ksea is shown in
Table IV. The configurations on which the potential has been
determined were separated by 40 HMC trajectories for all
lattice sizes and quark masses.
The comparison of results obtained on the 83324 and
123324 lattices shows that there are pronounced finite-size
effects at ksea50.1395, whereas for larger quark masses
these effects are small. The presence or absence of finite-size
effects is easily recognized in the values of the potential
V(r) itself, as shown in Fig. 3. On the other hand, there is
remarkable agreement in the data obtained on 163324 and
123324, even at the lightest quark mass considered. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4, where the results of r0 /a on all lattices
are plotted against 1/ksea. Our findings can be translated into
a bound on L/r0 , above which finite-size effects in the static
quark potential are largely absent at this level of precision.
From our results we infer that the bound is
L/r0*3.2, ~26!
FIG. 3. Static quark potential for the first six on-axis separations
r/a51,...,6 plotted against ksea for different lattice sizes.
FIG. 4. Hadronic scale r0 /a plotted against 1/ksea for different
lattice sizes. The chiral limit is approximately at the left margin of
the figure. Solid error bars represent the statistical errors, whereas
the dotted error bars denote the linearly added systematic error.7-6
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83324. This bound, however, should not be generalized
prima facie to other quantities, in particular the spectrum of
hadronic states discussed in Sec. IV, for which finite-volume
effects could well be different. We will return to this point in
Sec. IV C.
Figure 4 shows that the data for r0 /a obtained at the three
lightest quark masses on L/a512 and 16 show a linear be-
havior. We have therefore attempted a linear extrapolation of
r0 /a to the chiral limit using the data at ksea50.1390,
0.1395, and 0.1398 only, despite the lack of a theoretical
motivation as to why such an ansatz for the quark mass de-
pendence of r0 /a should be valid. Taking into account only
statistical errors in r0 /a , the extrapolations for L/a512,16
yield
L/a512: r0 /a54.1060.06, a50.12260.002 fm,
~27!
L/a516: r0 /a54.1560.06, a50.12160.002 fm.
~28!
Thus the overall box sizes in the chiral limit amount to
1.46~2! fm for L/a512 and 1.93~3! fm for L/a516. A com-
parison with data for r0 /a obtained in the quenched approxi-
mation shows that our estimates in the chiral limit for n f
52 massless quarks at b55.2, csw51.76 roughly corre-
spond to values around b55.85– 5.9 in quenched QCD
@35,36#.
C. Is there evidence for dynamical quark effects?
We now examine our data for the static quark potential
for possible evidence for the effects of dynamical quarks. In
Fig. 5~a! we show the potential in units of r0 , normalized to
V(r0), for five values of ksea used on 123324. We compare
our results to the expression
@V~r !2V~r0!#r05~1.652e !S rr021 D2eS r0r 21 D ,
~29!
which follows from the standard linear-plus-Coulomb ansatz
for V(r), viz.,
V~r !5V01sr2
e
r
, ~30!
and the condition ~22!. Here s denotes the string tension and
we have set e5p/12 @37#, so that the solid line in the figure
has not been obtained through a fit. The data at different ksea
have been offset by V(r0), whose value was obtained by a
local interpolation of the potential.
In the presence of dynamical quarks, one expects a devia-
tion of the data at large separations from the linear behavior
described by the curve in Eq. ~29!, so that the potential in
full QCD flattens out due to string breaking. For separations
larger than the breaking scale rb , one expects that the poten-
tial is equal to the mass of two ‘‘mesons,’’ consisting of a
static quark and a light antiquark, i.e., the energy of a state03450corresponding to a broken string. The masses of such static-
light mesons have been calculated on 123324 for ksea
50.1390 and 0.1395 using the technique described in @38#.
The error bands of this determination are shown as the dotted
(ksea50.1395) and dashed (ksea50.1390) lines in Fig. 5 ~a!.
Our data for the potential for distances r.1 fm are nei-
ther in disagreement with the curve in Eq. ~29! nor with the
expected asymptotic value of 2M B
static
. In order to check
whether more statistics could help in revealing the flattening
of the potential at large distances, we have computed the
potential on 194 stored HMC trajectories for ksea50.1395 on
our larger lattice size of 163324, but no qualitative change
compared to the data in Fig. 5~a! could be detected. Thus
there is at present no conclusive evidence for string breaking
at length scales up to r>1.5 fm. There are a number of ar-
guments why this is so. First, we wish to stress that the data
points which probe the largest separations in Fig. 5 have
typically been obtained using smaller values of ksea, for
which the sea quarks may still be too heavy in order to pro-
duce a significantly different qualitative behavior of V(r).
It has also been argued @2# that the Wilson loop used to
extract V(r) does not project well onto states of broken
strings. This has, in fact, been confirmed in simulations using
bosonic matter fields @39,40#. In QCD, further investigations
of this issue are required, in particular for smaller sea quark
masses. Without a clear demonstration of string breaking, we
can only give a rough estimate for the breaking scale rb from
the intersection of the data of the potential with the value
2M B
static
. From Fig. 5~a!, we read off rb.2.6r0 .
At small distances, where the potential is dominated by
the Coulombic part, we find that the expression in Eq. ~29!
still describes the data surprisingly well, although the points
FIG. 5. ~a! Scaled and normalized potential as a function of r/r0
as obtained on 123324. The solid curve is the prediction from Eq.
~29!. ~b! Deviation between the data points and Eq. ~29!.7-7
C. R. ALLTON et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 034507FIG. 6. Effective mass plots on a 123324 volume for ksea5kval50.1398. In ~a! the pseudoscalar and in ~b! the nucleon are shown for
different fuzzing combinations, i.e., FF ~s!, FL ~L!, LF ~h!, and LL ~3!.obtained for the three lightest quark masses have a tendency
to lie somewhat below the curve at the smallest separations.
This is highlighted in Fig. 5~b! where the deviation between
the data points and Eq. ~29! is plotted. It implies that the data
at small distances and quark masses seem to favor a larger
value for e compared to e5p/12 in the pure gauge theory, as
has been observed also in @5#. This qualitative observation is
consistent with the expected influence of dynamical quarks
on the short-distance regime of the potential through the n f
dependence in the running of the strong coupling constant.
However, if one wants to quantify the change in e, one
should take into account the lattice Greens function GL(r)
for one-gluon exchange in order to account for lattice arti-
facts at small distances. If r0 /r in the last term of Eq. ~29! is
replaced by r0GL(r), the observed deviations for r/r0&0.8
are slightly smaller, but still significant. At every value of
ksea, we have translated the difference between the data
points and the theoretical prediction @using Eq. ~29! with
r/r0 replaced by r0GL(r)] into an estimate for the favored
value of e. At ksea50.1398 we estimate that the enhance-
ment of e over its value in the bosonic string model amounts
to about 7%.
This is only a crude analysis of sea quark effects in the
short-distance part of the potential. In principle, these effects
on the running coupling could be probed by computing the
coupling constant from the force according to
a~r ![
3
4 F~r !r
2 ~31!
and comparing its scale dependence to the two-loop pertur-
bative b function for n f52. In view of the many caveats
concerning our present data, such as the fairly large length
scales, the relatively heavy sea quarks, and the lack of a
continuum extrapolation, we have not seriously attempted
such an analysis at this stage.
To summarize, as far as the issue of string breaking is
concerned, we find no hard evidence for the effects of dy-
namical quarks for distances up to 1.5 fm in the static quark
potential. However, there are indications of a qualitatively
different behavior in the Coulombic range at small distances,
which is hard to quantify and corroborate with the present
data.03450IV. HADRON SPECTROSCOPY
In this section we describe the computation of the light
hadron spectrum. The simulation parameters used have been
discussed in Sec. II C.
A. Analysis and fitting procedure
The amplitudes and masses of hadrons are obtained in a
standard way by correlated least-x2 fits of the correlation
functions. The fitting function used was different for mesonic
and baryonic channels. In the mesonic case, we have taken
into account the backward propagating particle on a periodic
lattice by fitting to the function
CM~ t !5A0~e2m0t1em0~T2t !!1A1~e2m1t1em1~T2t !!,
~32!
where Ai , mi , i50,1, are the amplitudes and masses of the
ground and first excited states. In the baryonic case, we have
used
CB~ t !5A0e2m0t1A1e2m1t. ~33!
We have computed hadronic two-point correlation functions
with different combinations of ‘‘fuzzing’’ @26# both at source
and at sink: we denote as FF the correlator fuzzed at source
and sink, FL fuzzed only at source, etc. We have found that
the FF correlator allows the fastest isolation of the funda-
mental state, even in the case of the lightest k’s in which the
effect of fuzzing is most important. To illustrate this point,
we show in Fig. 6 the effective mass plots of the pseudo-
scalar and the nucleon for ksea5kval50.1398 on a 123324
volume. We conclude that the effect of fuzzing is quite sig-
nificant compared with the LL case, as also found in the
quenched approximation @42#. We have fitted simultaneously
the LL and FF correlators to a double exponential functional
form, using the difference between the correlators to control
the first excited state.
The quantity x2/NDF used to monitor the quality of a
correlated fit is known to suffer from a systematic bias,
which depends on the degree of freedom and the statistics
@41#. We have implemented the technique of eigenvalue
smoothing @41# in the computation of the correlation matrix
to take this bias into account. We have performed a ‘‘sliding7-8
LIGHT HADRON SPECTROSCOPY WITH O(a) . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 034507FIG. 7. Effective mass plots for the pseudoscalar ~a!, vector ~b!, nucleon ~c!, and D ~d!, on a 123324 volume for all values of ksea. The
effective mass has been calculated from the FF correlator with ksea5kval. Solid lines denote the fitted value of the mass, obtained from a
simultaneous fit to the FF and LL correlators. The dashed lines denote the error band, and the length of the lines indicates the fit interval.window’’ analysis, fixing the maximum value of the fit in-
terval, i.e., tmax511, and varying tmin to monitor the optimal
interval. The stability criterion we have used is that the had-
ron mass should not change appreciably as tmin is changed by
one unit. The value of tmin has been determined for each
different combination of ksea and kval.
B. Dynamical spectrum
In a numerical simulation with dynamical fermions, the
parameters ksea and kval are distinct and each set of configu-
rations generated for different ksea is independent. We have
performed the analysis of the hadron spectrum for each fixed
value of ksea. At an intermediate level, these simulations can
be thought of as ‘‘pseudoquenched,’’ which come closer to
the description of the real world as the sea quark mass ap-
proaches its physical value. There is another reason why we
found it useful to simulate different values of kval for each
ksea; cf. Table II. We interpret the heavier k’s as describing
the valence quarks, in particular the strange, in the sea of
light quarks, i.e., the up and down.
In Fig. 7 we show the effective mass plots on a 123324
volume for the pseudoscalar, vector, nucleon, and D, ob-
tained for ksea5kval. The pseudoscalar shows a clear plateau
at all values of the hopping parameter, whereas for the vector
the plateau becomes more unstable at the lightest quark
masses. In the baryonic channels, on the other hand, the pla-
teaux are, as expected, more fluctuating and we require a
longer lattice in the time direction.03450In the tables given in the Appendix, we summarize the
results for the hadron masses obtained on the different vol-
umes. We give the masses both in lattice units and in units of
r0 , the latter being more significant in the comparison be-
tween different volumes, as it compensates for the sea quark
dependence of the lattice spacing.
In Table V we list the values of the mass ratio of pseudo-
scalar and vector mesons, mPS /mV , obtained for kval5ksea,
which is a measure of how heavy our dynamical quark
masses are relative to the real up and down quarks. Given
that our lightest sea quark produces mPS /mV.0.67, we con-
clude that the sea quarks used in our simulation are still
relatively heavy.
A useful quantity is the critical value of the hopping pa-
rameter kcrit . Here we have used our data for pseudoscalar
mesons, computed for kval5ksea and determined kcrit from a
fit
TABLE V. Ratio mPS /mV for ksea5kval on the two largest lat-
tice sizes.
ksea
L512
mPS /mV
L516
mPS /mV
0.1370 0.8552312
0.1380 0.8252514
0.1390 0.7852714 0.7852716
0.1395 0.710210110 0.71921017
0.1398 0.67422319 0.6702131107-9
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25aB~am˜q!, ~34!
where
m˜q5mq~11bmamq!, amq5
1
2 S 1ksea2 1kcritD . ~35!
Since bm has not been determined nonperturbatively, we
have used its perturbative expression at one loop @43#:
bm52
1
220.0962g0
2
. ~36!
We considered this choice sufficient for our purposes, given
that the value for csw used in this study does not completely
remove the leading cutoff effects. For every lattice size we
fitted the three most chiral points to Eq. ~34!, and the results
for kcrit are
L/a58: kcrit50.1404727
16
, ~37!
L/a512: kcrit50.1404026
12
, ~38!
L/a516: kcrit50.1404323
12
. ~39!
As an aside, we remark that the results for kcrit obtained
using bm50 in Eq. ~35! are entirely compatible with these
values within errors.
Traditionally, the way to make contact with the physical
values of the light hadron spectrum in quenched simulations
has been to extrapolate the masses, obtained at several values
of k, to the chiral limit. For example, the lattice spacing has
usually been determined by extrapolation of the vector mass
and the physical value of mr . This approach is safe as long
FIG. 8. Vector and pseudoscalar masses, in units of r0 , as a
function of 1/ksea51/kval for different volumes.034507as the particles have zero decay width, as in the quenched
approximation, but is no longer feasible in the dynamical
case in which the r is not stable. Hence it desirable to avoid
extrapolations to the chiral limit, whenever possible. With
this viewpoint, it has been proposed in @44,45# to extract
physical values from the region of the strange quark.
C. Finite-size effects in the spectrum
As already mentioned in the Introduction, one of the aims
of this study is to acquire experience of the systematics in
dynamical simulations with improved fermions, even if the
O(a) effects are not entirely removed. One important feature
to address is the presence of finite-size effects in the spec-
trum, which determines the volume at which we can reliably
carry out the calculation. Finite-size effects in dynamical
simulations of hadronic spectrum with Wilson-like fermions
have not been studied in great detail. The only results are
those of the SESAM and TxL Collaborations with an unim-
proved fermionic action, exploring volumes 163332 and
243340 @11#. It is thus important to study and quantify these
effects using an O(a) improved action.
In Figs. 8 and 9 we show the volume dependence of the
meson and baryon masses, in units of r0 , as a function of
1/ksea, for ksea5kval. It confirms the behavior already found
in the study of the static quark potential. That is, we find
pronounced finite-size effects between 83324 and 123324,
which can grow up to 15–17% in the mesonic sector and up
to 25–28 % in the baryonic sector, as we move towards the
most chiral point. On the other hand, between 123324 and
163324 we find no significant discrepancy within statistical
accuracy at all common values of the quark mass. From the
similarity of the finite-size behavior of meson masses and the
FIG. 9. D and nucleon masses, in units of r0 , as a function of
1/ksea51/kval for different volumes.-10
LIGHT HADRON SPECTROSCOPY WITH O(a) . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 034507static quark potential discussed in Sec. III, we conclude that
the bound, Eq. ~26!, is also valid for simple hadronic quan-
tities.
D. Sea quark effects in the spectrum
The parameter J has been introduced in @44# as a way to
quantify the discrepancy between the quenched spectrum and
experiment. It is defined as
J5mK*
dmV
dmPS
2 ~40!
and has the attractive feature that it is dimensionless, does
not involve extrapolations to the chiral limit, and is indepen-
dent of the quark mass value chosen to evaluate it, provided
that mV depends linearly on mPS
2
. The only physical predic-
tion sacrificed to calculate J is the ratio mK* /mK51.81. In
the (mPS2 ,mV) plane, this corresponds to a parabola, the in-
tercept of which with the linear interpolation of the stimu-
lated data yields the point (mK2 ,mK*) of strange mesons. An
alternative way to determine J is to use mesons with full
strange valence quark content, by assuming that the hs is
purely ss¯ and that mf /mhs51.49.
We emphasize that a realistic evaluation of J in the dy-
namical case is not straightforward. As pointed out in @44#, it
would not be appropriate to compare meson masses obtained
using different dynamical quark masses as the lattice spacing
a depends on the sea quark mass. Our approach has been to
fix the sea quark mass and for each sea quark consider dif-
ferent valence quark masses. Ideally, since we are looking to
interpret the valence quarks as having strange flavor in the
sea of light quarks, we would need to consider values of
kval,ksea. With our present data set, this is only possible at
the most chiral sea quark masses. However, since even our
lightest sea quark mass is in the region of that of the strange
quark, we do not expect the values of J to be significantly
closer to the experimental value of J50.48(2), compared to
the quenched approximation.
In Fig. 10 we show the values of J and compare them
FIG. 10. Values of the parameter J, determined from fixing the
K*/K and f/hs , plotted against 1/ksea for V5123324. The
quenched result, taken from @46#, is represented by the dashed lines.034507with the quenched result at b55.7 and V5123324 @46#.
The values of J, obtained by either fixing mK* /mK or
mf /mhs, show no appreciable trend towards the experimen-
tal point as the sea quark mass decreases. However, a reliable
and precise evaluation of J is becoming more difficult for
decreasing sea quark mass; the statistical error in the slope
dmV /dmPS
2 gets rapidly larger, and furthermore the value of
J is increasingly dependent on the set of valence quark
masses used in its determination. Where necessary we have
included this dependence as a systematic error, which has
been added in quadrature to the errors shown in Fig. 10. We
conclude that although a clear trend towards the phenomeno-
logical result for J is not observed, the deviation for the
lightest sea quarks is less significant.
Another way to look for dynamical quark effects in the
light hadron spectrum, which does not involve any fitting, is
to concentrate directly on the plot of the vector mass versus
the pseudoscalar mass squared. This is shown in Fig. 11. As
the sea quark mass is decreased relative to the valence quark
mass, one observes a significant, albeit small, trend of the
FIG. 11. Vector mass plotted against the pseudoscalar mass for
V5123324 for several sets of different sea quark masses. Asterisks
denote the experimental points. The quenched results ~labeled ksea
50) are taken from @46#.
FIG. 12. Hyperfine splitting (mVr0)22(mPSr0)2 plotted against
(mPSr0)2 for V5123324. The quenched results (ksea50) are taken
from @46#.-11
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2
,mf), i.e., the pair of
mesons, whose valence quark content resembles most
closely that used in our simulation. Concentrating on the
lighter sea quark mass, e.g., ksea50.1395, we can assert a
significant shift compared to the quenched result, at b55.7
and V5123324 @46#. Figure 11 also shows that the slopes of
the data sets at fixed ksea show little variation. This explains
why we do not observe much improvement in the value of J,
TABLE VI. Pseudoscalar masses on 83324, in lattice units and
in units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mPSa mPSr0 Fit x2/NDF
83324 0.1370 0.1370 1.1192418 2.502252147 @6,11# 12.70/6
0.1380 1.0592418 2.368250145 @6,11# 12.77/6
0.1390 0.9972519 2.229247144 @6,11# 13.20/6
0.1395 0.9652419 2.158245143 @6,11# 13.57/6
83324 0.1380 0.1370 1.01122
110 2.502268179 @5,11# 14.94/8
0.1380 0.94522111 2.339264175 @5,11# 13.28/8
0.1390 0.87426112 2.164261172 @5,11# 7.26/8
0.1395 0.84026114 2.078258171 @5,11# 7.50/8
83324 0.1390 0.1370 0.8702519 2.514253158 @6,11# 8.14/6
0.1380 0.79925110 2.309249157 @6,11# 8.18/6
0.1390 0.72626111 2.099245153 @5,11# 10.24/8
0.1395 0.68625112 1.982243153 @5,11# 10.86/8
83324 0.1395 0.1370 0.78621419 2.924278178 @6,11# 9.70/6
0.1380 0.710212
19 2.640268172 @6,11# 10.75/6
0.1390 0.642210115 2.387260180 @5,11# 15.07/8
0.1395 0.60327117 2.242251182 @4,11# 17.30/10
TABLE VII. Pseudoscalar masses on 123324, in lattice units
and in units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mPSa mPSr0 Fit x2/NDF
123324 0.1370 0.1370 1.10822
13 2.541226123 @6,11# 9.93/6
0.1380 1.04722
13 2.402225
122 @5,11# 11.18/8
0.1390 0.9832214 2.255223121 @5,11# 11.65/8
0.1395 0.9502314 2.179223121 @5,11# 11.83/8
123324 0.1380 0.1370 1.00022
13 2.569230135 @6,11# 10.41/6
0.1380 0.9362213 2.404229133 @6,11# 10.79/6
0.1390 0.8692214 2.232227131 @6,11# 11.37/6
0.1395 0.8342214 2.142226130 @6,11# 11.56/6
123324 0.1390 0.1370 0.8582314 2.613245151 @7,11# 5.93/4
0.1380 0.7852314 2.391242148 @7,11# 4.16/4
0.1390 0.7072315 2.155238144 @7,11# 2.69/4
0.1395 0.6692315 2.037236142 @6,11# 16.86/6
123324 0.1395 0.1370 0.7752416 2.662239142 @7,11# 21.46/4
0.1380 0.6992415 2.402236138 @6,11# 26.14/6
0.1390 0.6152416 2.112232136 @6,11# 19.70/6
0.1395 0.5582718 1.916235138 @5,11# 8.96/8
123324 0.1398 0.1380 0.6392415 2.332221127 @7,11# 3.63/4
0.1390 0.5512914 2.011237123 @7,11# 2.09/4
0.1395 0.4922913 1.797236118 @6,11# 3.41/6
0.1398 0.47621613 1.738261117 @6,11# 8.14/6034507in spite of the closer proximity of the data at smaller ksea
relative to the experimental point.
At this stage it is hard to quantify the observed shift and
to disentangle the genuine sea quark effect from residual
lattice artifacts, which could be fairly large in these simula-
tions. A suitable approach would be to monitor dynamical
quark effects at fixed lattice spacing. Starting from the
quenched approximation and going to ever lighter sea quark
masses, one would have to perform a sequence of simula-
tions, which are matched such that they all reproduce the
same value of a suitable lattice scale, e.g., r0 @47#. Results
will be published in a future publication, using the fully
O(a) improved action for dynamical and quenched simula-
tions @18#.
Another quantity, which can be used to highlight the ef-
fects of dynamical quarks, is the vector-pseudoscalar mass
splitting. It is well known that lattice simulations fail to re-
produce the experimental fact that this hyperfine splitting is
constant over a large range of quark masses, mV
2 2mPS
2
.0.55 GeV2. The discrepancy between the experimental and
TABLE VIII. Pseudoscalar masses on 163324, in lattice units
and in units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mPSa mPSr0 Fit x2/NDF
163324 0.1390 0.1390 0.7012516 2.120222130 @6,11# 10.62/6
0.1395 0.6602416 1.998221128 @6,11# 9.31/6
0.1398 0.6352516 1.922222127 @6,11# 8.34/6
163324 0.1395 0.1390 0.6102214 2.101236128 @6,11# 7.04/6
0.1395 0.5642413 1.942236125 @6,11# 3.05/6
0.1398 0.5372314 1.848232132 @7,11# 2.99/4
163324 0.1398 0.1390 0.5512515 2.011226126 @7,11# 10.66/4
0.1395 0.5022615 1.834228124 @7,11# 8.48/4
0.1398 0.4682515 1.707224123 @7,11# 6.02/4
TABLE IX. Vector masses on 83324, in lattice units and in
units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mVa mVr0 Fit x2/NDF
83324 0.1370 0.1370 1.30526111 2.917261157 @7,11# 5.82/4
0.1380 1.25726112 2.810259156 @7,11# 5.09/4
0.1390 1.20927114 2.703258156 @7,11# 5.27/4
0.1395 1.18528114 2.650257156 @7,11# 5.78/4
83324 0.1380 0.1370 1.19027114 2.946282195 @6,11# 7.30/6
0.1380 1.14028
115 2.822279
192 @6,11# 7.68/6
0.1390 1.09029116 2.697276190 @6,11# 9.02/6
0.1395 1.064210117 2.634276189 @6,11# 10.05/6
83324 0.1390 0.1370 1.04527113 3.022264172 @7,11# 5.21/4
0.1380 0.99829116 2.885264176 @6,11# 6.49/6
0.1390 0.944210119 2.730261179 @6,11# 4.66/6
0.1395 0.918210120 2.653261180 @6,11# 4.08/6
83324 0.1395 0.1370 0.96129130 3.5732771141 @7,11# 12.79/4
0.1380 0.91726124 3.4112701122 @6,11# 11.80/6
0.1390 0.87425134 3.2512651149 @6,11# 11.01/6
0.1395 0.85029126 3.1592691124 @6,11# 11.17/6-12
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2 2mPS
2 is partly
due to lattice artifacts @48#. However, it is widely expected
that the remaining difference, which becomes more pro-
nounced as the valence quark mass is increased, is due to
dynamical quark effects. In Fig. 12 we plot the meson hy-
perfine splitting (mVr0)22(mPSr0)2 versus (mPSr0)2 for all
values of ksea. The numerical data are compared to the
f-hs splitting. Despite the relatively poor statistical accu-
racy, it is obvious that the numerically determined hyperfine
splitting shows a trend towards the experimental point as the
sea quark mass is decreased. As regards the quantification of
the relative deviation from experiment between the results
obtained in the quenched approximation and for finite sea
quark mass, the same caveats apply as for the interpretation
of Fig. 11, namely, that the comparison should be performed
for fixed lattice spacing.
TABLE X. Vector masses on 123324, in lattice units and in
units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mVa mVr0 Fit x2/NDF
123324 0.1370 0.1370 1.2962416 2.973231129 @7,11# 3.85/4
0.1380 1.2492516 2.866231128 @7,11# 4.17/4
0.1390 1.2022516 2.757230128 @7,11# 4.77/4
0.1395 1.1782517 2.703229128 @7,11# 5.19/4
123324 0.1380 0.1370 1.1852416 3.043237143 @7,11# 24.88/4
0.1380 1.1352417 2.915236143 @6,11# 33.99/6
0.1390 1.0842418 2.783234142 @6,11# 28.64/6
0.1395 1.0582419 2.717234142 @6,11# 25.81/6
123324 0.1390 0.1370 1.0162514 3.094255160 @6,11# 6.99/6
0.1380 0.9622317 2.931251159 @7,11# 14.24/4
0.1390 0.90123110 2.746248161 @7,11# 8.29/4
0.1395 0.8912119 2.714247159 @6,11# 36.73/6
123324 0.1395 0.1370 0.9302719 3.195249154 @7,11# 29.92/4
0.1380 0.8672617 2.980246148 @6,11# 12.76/6
0.1390 0.8142618 2.796243148 @5,11# 13.67/8
0.1395 0.7862719 2.700244149 @5,11# 13.10/8
123324 0.1398 0.1380 0.79121116 2.890220164 @7,11# 25.71/4
0.1390 0.73521417 2.685254133 @6,11# 14.22/6
0.1395 0.725216112 2.647262149 @5,11# 29.11/8
0.1398 0.706216112 2.578261147 @5,11# 25.26/8
TABLE XI. Vector masses on 163324, in lattice units and in
units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mVa mVr0 Fit x2/NDF
163324 0.1390 0.1390 0.8932619 2.702228139 @7,11# 14.64/4
0.1395 0.86326110 2.610228140 @7,11# 14.79/4
0.1398 0.85226111 2.580227143 @4,11# 22.82/10
163324 0.1395 0.1390 0.8132618 2.801251143 @7,11# 13.43/4
0.1395 0.7852719 2.702251145 @7,11# 12.70/4
0.1398 0.77328110 2.664253146 @5,11# 14.00/8
163324 0.1398 0.1390 0.7492819 2.733237141 @7,11# 2.09/4
0.1395 0.71628110 2.614237144 @7,11# 130/4
0.1398 0.698210111 2.547241147 @7,11# 1.60/4034507V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the first results on the
light hadron spectrum and the static quark potential obtained
from dynamical simulations using an O(a) improved fer-
mion action at b55.2. Sea quark masses were chosen such
that mPS /mV was in the range from 0.86 down to 0.67. The
value of csw51.76 was not appropriate to remove all leading
discretization effects. We wish to point out, however, that at
such a low b value residual lattice artifacts could be rela-
TABLE XII. Nucleon masses on 83324, in lattice units and in
units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mNa mNr0 Fit x2/NDF
83324 0.1370 0.1370 2.094214142 4.68121021124 @6,11# 14.59/6
0.1380 2.020215
143 4.5172991124 @6,11# 13.29/6
0.1390 1.945218144 4.3492981124 @6,11# 12.07/6
0.1395 1.907221149 4.2642991132 @6,11# 11.54/6
83324 0.1380 0.1370 1.926214140 4.76821341174 @6,11# 11.13/6
0.1380 1.830210
147 4.52821251178 @6,11# 9.43/6
0.1390 1.73028155 4.28221171188 @6,11# 7.65/6
0.1395 1.67727163 4.15121141198 @6,11# 6.74/6
83324 0.1390 0.1370 1.687212129 4.87721031132 @6,11# 11.89/6
0.1380 1.596210138 4.6132971146 @6,11# 9.77/6
0.1390 1.511214144 4.3682961155 @6,11# 8.65/6
0.1395 1.473220147 4.25921031162 @6,11# 8.89/6
83324 0.1395 0.1370 1.606222125 5.97121411171 @6,11# 8.73/6
0.1380 1.535226124 5.70621481164 @6,11# 7.84/6
0.1390 1.463248134 5.44022091181 @7,11# 4.81/4
0.1395 1.397226142 5.19521401200 @4,11# 9.34/10
TABLE XIII. Nucleon masses on 123324, in lattice units and in
units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mNa mNr0 Fit x2/NDF
123324 0.1370 0.1370 2.053222132 4.710269185 @7,11# 8.29/4
0.1380 1.975219136 4.531262191 @7,11# 7.97/4
0.1390 1.900210133 4.359250185 @6,11# 10.42/6
0.1395 1.860211133 4.267249184 @6,11# 9.47/6
123324 0.1380 0.1370 1.85029124 4.752260188 @7,11# 4.95/4
0.1380 1.763210123 4.528258185 @7,11# 4.85/4
0.1390 1.67329124 4.296256183 @7,11# 5.56/4
0.1395 1.626211124 4.176256183 @7,11# 6.19/4
123324 0.1390 0.1370 1.60429120 4.8862881111 @7,11# 15.34/4
0.1380 1.505210121 4.5852831107 @7,11# 13.01/4
0.1390 1.399211122 4.2632801106 @7,11# 10.61/4
0.1395 1.343211124 4.0892771107 @7,11# 9.33/4
123324 0.1395 0.1370 1.434210119 4.927276195 @7,11# 13.69/4
0.1380 1.335211120 4.585273194 @7,11# 10.29/4
0.1390 1.233212120 4.234271192 @7,11# 7.69/4
0.1395 1.178210122 4.045265195 @6,11# 5.05/6
123324 0.1398 0.1380 1.236215126 4.5142631102 @6,11# 15.02/6
0.1390 1.124223123 4.106289190 @7,11# 14.30/4
0.1395 1.069220125 3.902276197 @6,11# 14.69/6
0.1398 1.031220126 3.7652781101 @6,11# 14.74/6-13
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clearly requires further investigation.
We have addressed the important issue of finite-size ef-
fects, which are expected to be larger in dynamical simula-
tions, compared to the quenched approximation. By simulat-
ing three different lattice sizes for a range of sea quark
masses, we found that finite-size effects are practically ab-
sent for box sizes L*1.6 fm and sea quark masses which
give mPS /mV*0.67. This is observed in the data for the
static quark potential and hadron masses. However, for
lighter dynamical quarks one would expect that yet larger
volumes are required.
Instead of presenting quantitative results for the light had-
ron spectrum, we have concentrated on highlighting the ef-
fects of dynamical quarks. Although the evidence for string
breaking in the data for the static quark potential and for an
improved behavior of the parameter J remains inconclusive,
we have detected significant effects due to dynamical quarks.
Namely, the Coulombic part of the static quark potential is
enhanced for finite sea quark mass, and the vector-
pseudoscalar hyperfine splitting moves closer to the experi-
TABLE XIV. Nucleon masses on 163324, in lattice units and
in units of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mNa mNr0 Fit x2/NDF
163324 0.1390 0.1390 1.34525133 4.0712361110 @7,11# 5.49/4
0.1395 1.29526132 3.9182361106 @7,11# 6.24/4
0.1398 1.26427131 3.8262371102 @7,11# 6.72/4
163324 0.1395 0.1390 1.261210125 4.344280199 @7,11# 13.78/4
0.1395 1.205211124 4.149279196 @7,11# 10.92/4
0.1398 1.164219124 4.010292196 @7,11# 9.08/4
163324 0.1398 0.1390 1.144231136 4.17821171136 @7,11# 23.51/4
0.1395 1.065235147 3.88821331173 @7,11# 19.78/4
0.1398 1.030234143 3.76221271160 @7,11# 17.48/4
TABLE XV. D masses on 83324, in lattice units and in units of
r0 .
L33T ksea kval mDa mDr0 Fit x2/NDF
83324 0.1370 0.1370 2.146213139 4.79921031121 @7,11# 5.73/4
0.1380 2.070214
140 4.62921001120 @7,11# 4.79/4
0.1390 1.989213144 4.4482961125 @7,11# 4.64/4
0.1395 1.947212146 4.3532941128 @7,11# 4.75/4
83324 0.1380 0.1370 2.13121
151 5.27421431202 @6,11# 16.72/6
0.1380 1.91824137 4.74721291169 @7,11# 6.51/4
0.1390 1.85428134 4.58821261160 @7,11# 3.99/4
0.1395 1.831212133 4.53121261158 @7,11# 3.93/4
83324 0.1390 0.1370 1.79029134 5.17421071145 @6,11# 17.07/6
0.1380 1.71728
132 4.96421021139 @6,11# 14.01/6
0.1390 1.65129127 4.77321001127 @6,11# 11.26/6
0.1395 1.621213127 4.68721011124 @6,11# 10.62/6
83324 0.1395 0.1370 1.71826142 6.38921261219 @6,11# 10.07/6
0.1380 1.64426142 6.11121211214 @6,11# 9.26/6
0.1390 1.578213138 5.86621241200 @6,11# 10.38/6
0.1395 1.538219143 5.71821301210 @7,11# 7.59/4034507mental value as the sea quark mass is decreased. Further-
more, pairs of mVr0 ,(mPSr0)2 show a trend towards
experiment when dynamical quarks are ‘‘switched on.’’
The results presented here serve as a guideline for ongo-
ing investigations, which are performed using the fully O(a)
improved action for two flavors of dynamical quarks, whose
masses are closer to the chiral limit than those used in this
study.
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TABLE XVI. D masses on 123324, in lattice units and in units
of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mDa mDr0 Fit x2/NDF
123324 0.1370 0.1370 2.13921129 4.907249179 @7,11# 10.07/4
0.1380 2.07123
127 4.750248175 @7,11# 10.48/4
0.1390 2.00024125 4.587247170 @7,11# 10.97/4
0.1395 1.96625123 4.511247165 @7,11# 11.01/4
123324 0.1380 0.1370 1.93321130 4.9632581101 @7,11# 8.07/4
0.1380 1.85522130 4.763256199 @7,11# 6.26/4
0.1390 1.77322132 4.5532531102 @7,11# 5.89/4
0.1395 1.754214122 4.504264182 @7,11# 5.19/4
123324 0.1390 0.1370 1.71425131 5.2212901136 @7,11# 18.87/4
0.1380 1.63026130 4.9642871131 @7,11# 16.59/4
0.1390 1.54526127 4.7072831123 @7,11# 13.88/4
0.1395 1.50226129 4.5762801124 @7,11# 12.39/4
123324 0.1395 0.1370 1.539210126 5.2852801115 @7,11# 26.22/4
0.1380 1.457216120 5.005287197 @7,11# 21.69/4
0.1390 1.372219119 4.711291192 @7,11# 17.49/4
0.1395 1.329220122 4.565293199 @7,11# 15.43/4
123324 0.1398 0.1380 1.373221134 5.0162831129 @7,11# 34.34/4
0.1390 1.273226132 4.6482991121 @7,11# 27.18/4
0.1395 1.222227132 4.46321031121 @7,11# 23.00/4
0.1398 1.191228129 4.34921051113 @7,11# 20.55/4
TABLE XVII. D masses on 163324, in lattice units and in units
of r0 .
L33T ksea kval mDa mDr0 Fit x2/NDF
163324 0.1390 0.1390 1.599220134 4.8382731116 @6,11# 32.43/6
0.1395 1.555219134 4.7042681114 @6,11# 28.16/6
0.1398 1.532219135 4.6352691115 @6,11# 25.28/6
163324 0.1395 0.1390 1.39525128 4.8052811111 @7,11# 11.43/4
0.1395 1.34726130 4.6402791115 @7,11# 10.63/4
0.1398 1.31828130 4.5382801116 @7,11# 10.20/4
163324 0.1398 0.1390 1.296211129 4.7332551112 @7,11# 19.39/4
0.1395 1.244211127 4.5412561106 @7,11# 17.22/4
0.1398 1.208212129 4.4112561111 @7,11# 15.52/4-14
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In Tables VI–XVII we list the meson and baryon masses
for all combinations of ksea and kval, and on all lattice sizes
used in the simulations.
In the following tables we also list the fitting interval and
the value of x2/NDF , obtained from a correlated fit to Eq.
~32! or ~33!, respectively. Some of the fits produce values of
x2/NDF which would normally be regarded as unacceptably
large, even though we are confident that the fit intervals were034507properly tuned. In such cases we have compared the results
for the masses to those obtained using an uncorrelated fit
over the same interval. We always found that the uncorre-
lated fit gave results which, within errors, were perfectly
compatible with those from the correlated fit, while produc-
ing values for x2/NDF which were significantly below 1.
Thus we are confident that the results presented in Tables
VI–XVII below are reliable and that a double exponential is
an appropriate model function in all cases, but that correla-
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